Mushkin Unveils New Website and
Announces Availability of Two New 3D
NAND Product Lines.
Austin, TX – June 5, 2017 - Mushkin Enhanced MFG, an industry-leading designer and manufacturer of
high-performance and mission-critical computer products, today unveiled their new and improved
mushkin.com website, and announced availability of their new REACTOR ARMOR3D and TRIACTOR 3D
SSD Lines.
Featuring Silicon Motion's SM2258 controller the REACTOR ARMOR3D and TRIACTOR 3D are ideal tools
for gamers, professionals, and consumers in need of high capacity storage solutions. Providing a
complete set of fully loaded features with industry leading capabilities and Mushkin Enhance
technologies, including:
Mushkin Enhanced Data-Protection Suite (M.E.D.S.) featuring;
- Internal flash array provides RAID-like data protection to increase data reliability and endurance
- Built-in LDPC ECC provides the strongest data correction level in use today
- Data shaping technique increases endurance
- StaticDataRefresh ensures data integrity
- Early weak block retirement ensures the strongest blocks remain in use
- Global wear-leveling evens program and erase counts across blocks to extend drive endurance

"With the launch of our 3D NAND enabled REACTOR ARMOR3D and TRIACTOR 3D, Mushkin will usher in
a new generation of cost-effective storage solutions without compromising reliability and performance.”
said Brian Flood, Director of Product Development at Mushkin Enhanced MFG. “These two SSD lines
position us to address the rapidly increasing demand for storage across a wide range of applications,
including gaming and mobile.”
The REACTOR ARMOR3D initially launches in 240GB, 480GB, and 960GB capacities, while the TRIACTOR
3D will launch with 512GB, and 1TB, capacities.
For more information about REACTOR ARMOR3D: Link
For more information about TRIACTOR 3D: Link
For more information about Mushkin visit: www.mushkin.com
About Us
For over 20 years, Mushkin has been dedicated to helping overclockers, gamers, IT managers, digital
artists and mobile professionals enhance their computing experience by providing reliable, highperformance products. Mushkin products include a line of Flash Memory-based products and complete
selection of memory upgrades for desktops, notebooks and servers. Since the company’s founding in
1994, Mushkin has received numerous awards and commendations for quality, reliability and technical
excellence.

